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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2016079526A1] A distributed audio signal processing apparatus comprising at least two programmable signal processing blocks, each
signal processing block comprising a routing matrix comprising a plurality of matrix inputs and at least one matrix output, each matrix input having
a channel connected thereto; and, a plurality of audio input ports a control console connected to each of the signal processing blocks the control
console comprising a plurality of controls and a user interface, the control console being adapted to communicate with each of the signal processing
blocks to determine the audio input ports, channels and matrix outputs of the signal processing blocks and to display at least the audio input ports
and matrix outputs in the interface; the control console being further adapted to create at least one audio route in at least one signal processing
block based on selection of an audio input port and at least one matrix output in the interface, the audio route extending from the selected audio
input port, through a channel and associated matrix to the at least one selected matrix output, and to further connect a control to the channel in the
audio route.
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